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Abstract 
This paper considers periodic flexing in a floating beam, in the presence of a small periodic forcing term. The 
beam is considered as a vibrating beam with the free end boundary condition, in the presence of an additional 
restoring force due to flotation, which becomes zero as soon as the beam lifts out of the water or constant if the 
beam becomes partially submerged. The equation is therefore nonlinear. A theorem is proved which shows that in 
the presence of small periodic forcing terms, both small- and large-amplitude solutions can exist. Numerical evidence 
is presented. 
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1. Introduction 
In a previous paper [16], the authors investigated large-amplitude oscillations in a floating 
beam under the assumption that the beam was supported by a linear Archimedean force as 
long as the beam was neither submerged or lifted out of the water. 
The nonlinear restoring force existed when allowance was made for the beam to lift out of 
the water, in which case the restoring force changed from linear to constant, or for the beam to 
become submerged, in which case the restoring force would also become constant after the 
portion of the beam became submerged. The previous paper did not allow for the possibility of 
both of these events occurring during the same motion. 
The purpose of this paper is to consider a different nonlinearity, one which is linear near 
equilibrium but which becomes constant for both positive and negative displacements of 
sufficiently large magnitude. 
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In other words, the beam is allowed to go into large oscillation in which both nonlinear 
effects due to lifting out of the water and becoming submerged are taken into account. 
We show that similar results apply, namely that as we increase the slope of the nonlinearity 
near equilibrium, in order to cross more eigenvalues of the periodic-boundary value problem, 
we create large-amplitude solutions as well as the intuitively obvious small-amplitude solutions 
near equilibrium. 
In Section 2, we shall derive the nonlinear equations which we propose to study, in Section 3, 
we shall prove an abstract multiplicity theorem, and in Section 4 we shall present some 
confirmatory numerical results. 
2. The nonlinear beam equation 
Consider a beam with rectangular cross-section with breadth b and height h and w per unit 
length, floating in water. Any one section of cross-section of the beam is allowed to be in one of 
three situations. 
First, it is entirely out of the water. In this case, there is no upwards force due to water, and 
the only downwards force is gravity. 
Second, the cross-section is partially submerged, to a depth u, which is naturally satisfying 
0 G u G h. In this case, there is a downward force due to gravity, and an upward force due to 
the amount of water which is displaced, namely wbu, where W is the weight per unit volume of 
the water. 
Finally, there is the case where the beam is completely submerged, that is, the displacement 
u satisfies u 2 h, for a unit length, in which case the upwards force due to the water displaced 
is Wba, and the resulting force on the beam is constant. 
Thus, if each of the three situations is allowed to happen in the same oscillation, we can say 
that the restoring force can be described by a continuous function g which satisfies (i> 
g(s) = bs if s1 G s < s2; (ii) g(s) = g(s,> if s G sr; (iii> g(s) = g(sZ) if s2 G s. 
If the beam is allowed to vibrate, we shall use the vibrating beam equation 
(2.1) 
with free end boundary conditions. 
It is clear that one possible solution of this equation with these boundary conditions is u = 0, 
when the beam is at rest in the horizontal “intuitively obvious” equilibrium. The purpose of 
this paper is to show that under certain choices of the physical constants, there may in addition 
be large-amplitude solutions which can exist at the same time. Thus, the beam remains in the 
equilibrium position or the large-amplitude solution is determined by the initial-value problem. 
For the purposes of this paper, we shall look for a restricted class of periodic solutions, 
namely those which satisfy an additional symmetry constraint: they shall be required to be (a> 
symmetric about the midpoint and (b) even in t. We shall normalize the interval to be (0, ~1. 
We must first recall some information on the operator LU = U + U,,,, with these boundary 
conditions. First, we consider the case where the interval is (0, or>. 
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In turn, to do this, we must first understand the ordinary differential operator 
py =y(iv), y(*) =y(3) = 0, x = 0, r, (2.2) 
with the additional symmetry condition that U is symmetric about $r. This operator is a 
self-adjoint operator with an infinite sequence of eigenvalues Ai, and their associated eigenvec- 
tors $i. The functions 4i are given by normalizing multiples of 
& =ujcos(vi(x - $r)) + b,cosh(z+ - $r)), P-3) 
where the vi are the successive zeros of tanh(ivn) + tan(ivrr> and a(i) = cosh(iviT) and 
b(i) = COS(~V~T). The corresponding A are given by hi = v:, i > 0. Of course, A, = 0, with the 
corresponding & = 1. (Recall that the eigenfunction x - $T is ruled out by the symmetry 
condition.) The functions {4i, i > O} form an orthonormal basis for the Hilbert space A? = 
L*(O, +rr> n {functions even about $r}. 
If we are interested in periodic solutions of 27-r of the partial differential equation, we will 
look in the space H = A?” @ L:(O, 27~) n {functions even in t}. By our earlier remarks, we have 
an orthonormal basis of this space given by @,,, = 4,(x)cos(nt>, m, II > 0, with associated 
eigenvalues Am,n. 
The unbounded operator L is a self-adjoint operator on the space H and the functions 
@,,Jx, t) = +,(x>cos(nt), m, y1 > 0, are eigenfunctions of L with eigenvalues A,,, = -n* + 
A,. Note that an easy calculation gives that the v,,, rapidly approach 2m - i, m = 1, 2,. . . , and 
thus the AM n rapidly approach (2(m - i))” - n*. 
Note that’ if we are interested in the problem on the x-interval (0, r/g), we will have the 
corresponding Hilbert space H, with the eigenfunctions (still denoted CD,,,) given by a,,, = 
4,(qx)cos(nt), m, II 2 0, with associated spectrum n* - (2(m - b)sJ4 (modulo the first few 
eigenvalues which are calculated by a secant method). 
Thus, we can conclude that if the interval which we are considering is (0, r/q), where 4 is a 
rational number with an odd exponent, on the orthogonal complement of the subspace spanned 
by the constants (which is the eigenspace corresponding to the eigenvalue zero), the operator L 
has a bounded, compact inverse and for various values of q we can explicitly calculate the first 
few negative eigenvalues of L. Because the eigenvalues of L go to infinity in modulus rapidly, 
we need only calculate the first few values, if we are interested (as we shall be in the next 
section) in the first and second negative eigenvalues. 
3. An abstract multiplicity theorem; an application of winding numbers to the geometric 
analysis in the reductive base space 
In this section 0 will denote a bounded domain in [WN, N 2 1, and H will denote the real 
Hilbert space L*(n) with the inner product defined by 
where I L! I is the measure of R. 
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We consider the operator equation 
Lu + g(u) = 0, (3.1) 
where L : D(L) c H + H is a self-adjoint linear operator which will satisfy certain assumptions 
given below, and s^ : L’(O) + L*(O) is the Nemytskii map associated with a certain function 
g : R + R, i.e., g(u)(z) = g(u(t>) for 2 E 0. 
We assume the following. 
(A,) dim ker L = 1 and ker L consists of the constant functions on R. We let &, be the 
constant function such that 4,,(z) = 1 (so (&, &,> = 1 by our choice of inner product). 
(A,) There exists a 4i E H such that +i can be extended to a function continuous on D, 
(4i, 4i) = 1 and 
L4, = -@1, (3 -2) 
where (Y > 0. 
(A,) If V denotes the tw o -d’ imensional subspace spanned by &, and & and IV= I/ * in H, 
then there exist numbers y1 and r2 with 
rl < -a, O<r,, (3.3) 
such that the spectrum of L, = L ( W is contained in t-03, rl) n (r2, ~1. 
(A,) There exists numbers si and s2 with s1 < 0 < s2 such that 
g(s) = bs, if s1<s<s2, 
g(s) =g(si>, if s G si, 
g(s) =g(s2), if s2 G s. 
(A,) c~u<b< -rl. 
Eq. (3.1) has the obvious solution u = 0. Our goal in this section is to establish the existence 
of two nontrivial solutions u1 and u2 such that (ui, +i) > 0 and (u2, $i) < 0. 
We first consider a perturbation of (3.1). Let E > 0 be so small that 2~ < LY and 
O<E < -+(r, +b) =r3. (3.4) 
We consider the perturbed equation 
(L + E)U +g^(u) = 0, (3.5) 
to which we shall apply the well-known Liapunov-Schmidt reduction method. 
If L, denotes the restriction of L to W, then the spectrum of L, + EI is contained in 
(-03, r,+fz)U(r2+e,a). 
Consequently, the spectrum of the operator L, + (ib + ~11, defined on D(L) n W, is contained 
in 
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According to (3.4), r1 + E + ib = - ib - 2r, + E < - $J - r3 < 0. Therefore, (L, + ($b + 
l )1>-’ is a bounded linear operator on W and if 
Ye = min{r,, Y*} > 0, 
then 
Il(L,f(fb+~)I)-‘II~max(Ir,+~+thI-~, (‘z+~+~bI-*)i(tb+rj)-l. 
Let P : H + I/ denote orthogonal projection. 
Theorem 3.1. Given v E V there exists a unique O(v) E W such that 
(L + E)W + (I- P)i(v + w) = 0 
if and only if 
w = e(v) 
The mapping 0 : V + W is Lipschitzian. 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
Proof. Eq. (3.6) is equivalent to 
(L,+@+e)w= -(I-P)[g(v+w)-$(v+w)] = -(I-P)&(v+w), (3.8) 
where g^i : H -+ H is defined by g^,(u> =g^(u) - @u. From the definitions of g^ and g, it follows 
that for ui, u2 E H, 
II 2,(q) - &( u2) II G ;b II u1 - 4 II. 
For fixed v E V, (3.8) is equivalent to 
w = -(L, + (ib + +-*(I- P)&(v + w) = T(w). 
From the above we see that if wi, w2 E W, then 
II T(w,) - 735) II <cIlwl-wJI, c=~b(~b+rJ’<l. 
From this we infer the existence of a unique fixed point t9(v> of T : W + W and hence a 
unique solution of (3.6). 
If vi, v2 E V, then 
$5) - ebJ2) = - ( L, + (@ ++-l(~-p)[&(~, + qq>> -&(u, + fqv,))] 
-(L,+(tb+E)~)-1(~--P)[~~(ul+e(v2))-$1(v2+e(l,,))]. 
Therefore, 
II q VI) - q u2) II G c II q q) - q v2) II +c II u1 - u2 II, 
and hence 
II q 4 - q u2) II < & II u1 - 4 II. 
This proves the lemma. •I 
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Suppose that u is a solution of (3.5) and u = u + w where u E I’ and w E IV. Applying I-P 
and P to (3.51, we obtain 
(L + E)W + (I - P)g^(U + w) = 0, (L ++ +Pg(U +w) =o. 
From the first equation we infer that w = e(u), so from the second equation we see that it is 
necessary that 
(L + E)U + P& + 0(u)) = 0. (3.9) 
Conversely, if (3.9) holds, then from Theorem 3.1 we see that u = u + 0(u) is a solution of (3.5). 
We have therefore reduced the study of (3.5) to the study of (3.9) on the two-dimensional 
space I/ which we refer to as the reductive base space. Using the fact that I/ is isomorphic to 
R2, we shall use some elementary plane topology to analyze (3.9). 
To carry out our analysis in the reductive base space, we make use of the most basic 
properties of winding numbers which are given in the following theorem. Proofs of the 
statements given can be found in [6, pp. 62, 631 or [9, pp, 109-1251. 
Theorem 3.2. Given a continuous function y : [a, b] + R2 - ((0, 0)) such that y(u) = y(b), there 
exists un integer W(y) (culled the winding number of the closed curve y with respect o (0, 0)) 
characterized by the following two properties. 
(i) If y(t) = (x(t), y(t)) where x(t) and y(t) huue piecewise continuous deriuutiues on [a, b], 
then 
1 
W(Y) = &.F = 2,/ 
bx(t)Y’(t) -y(t)x’(t> dt 
X(t)2 + y(t)2 * a 
(ii) Iffor k = 0, 1, yk : [a, b] + R2 - (0, O] is continuous with y,(a) = y,(b) and there exists a 
continuous function H: [a, b] x [O, 11 + R2 - ((0, O>] such that H(a, s> = H(b, s) for all s E 
[O, 11, Ht, 0) = y&t) for t E [a, bl, and H(t, 1) = yI(t> for t E [a, b], then W(y,) = W(y,). 
In our application of winding numbers, we shall make use of another elementary result. If A 
is a subset of R2, we shall say that A is shrinkable to a point within itself if there exists a 
continuous function G : A x [0, l] +A such that G(z, 0) = z for all z E A and G(z, 1) = p = 
const. 
Theorem 3.3. Let A c R2 be shrinkable to a point within itself, let y : [a, b] + be continuous with 
y(a) = y(b) and y(t) EA for t E [a, b], and let F: A + R2 be continuous. Let y*(t) = F(y(t)) 
for t E [a, b]. If W(y*> # 0, then there exists z0 E A such that F(z,) = (0, 0). 
Proof. Let G : A x [0, l] + A be as in the definition given before the statement of Theorem 3.3 
and let H(t, s> = F(G(y(t), s)) so that H(t, 0) = y*(t), H( a, s> = H(b, s) for all s E [0, 11, and 
H(t, 1) = F(p) = const. for t E [0, 11. If F(z) # (0, 0) for all z E A, then by statements (i) and 
(ii) of Theorem 3.2, it would follow that W( y* > = 0, which is a contradiction, This contradiction 
proves the theorem. q 
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To apply Theorem 3.3 to the study of (3.9), we define F : [w2 + lw* as follows. If u E I/ with 
u =x$~ +y4i and 
we set F(x, y) = (c, d). Obviously, F is continuous. In the (x, y&plane we consider the set 
A = {(x, y) I6* <x2 +y* =G R2, y > 0}, 
where S > 0 is a small number to be given below and R > 0 is a large number also to be given 
below. Let y be the closed curve whose domain is the interval [O, 27r + 21 and which is defined 
as follows: 
y(t) = (6 cos(t + 7T), -6 sin(t+n)), O<t<r, (3.10) 
y(t)=@+(t-T)(R-6),0), ~<t<~+l, (3.11) 
y(t)=(Rcos(t-7~.--1), Rsin(t-r-l)), n+l<t<2~+1, (3.12) 
y(t) = (-R + (t - 2 r-l)(R-6),0), 27r+l<t<2~+2; (3.13) 
so the image of y coincides with the boundary of the closed region A. We define y* : [O, 27~ + 
2]+ lw* by y*(t) = F(y(tN. 
It is easy to see that A is shrinkable to a point within itself. Formally this can be 
accomplished by defining G : A X [O, 11 + A as follows. If 5 = (x, y ) E A and (x, y > = 
(r cos 8, r sin 0) where S < r < R, define 
G(e, S) = (r cos(1 - 2s)B, r sin(1 - 2s)8), 
for 0 < s < i, and define 
G(5, s) = G(5, 3) + (2s - l)[(& 0) - G(& +)I> 
for +<s< 1. 
We shall show that if 6 and R are appropriately chosen, then W(y*) # 0. 
Lemma 3.4. If 6 > 0 is sufficiently small, then for 0 G t G TT, 
r*(t)=((b+E)a cos(t+n), -(b-a+~)6 sin(t+r)). (3.14) 
Proof. Let R, be so small that g(r) = br if I T I <R,. By continuity of 40 and +i on fin, we may 
choose 6 > 0 so small that if x2 + y* < a2, then for all z E 3 we have 
I d,,(z) +Y&(z) I <R,. 
Henceforth, we assume that 6 is so chosen. 
We claim that if u =x4&z) +y~&r(z) and x2+y2<a2, then 0(u) = 0. Indeed, from the 
above, it follows that if w = 0, then 
(L+E)W+(I-P)&+w)=(1-P&=0, 
so by Theorem 3.1 the claim follows. 
From this we see that if u is as above, then 
(L+E)U+Pg(u+8(u))=(L+E)U+P(bu)=(b+E)X~O+(b-~++)y~1. 
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Therefore, if x2 +y2 G a2 and y > 0, then F(x, y) = ((b + E)X, (b - (Y + ~)y), from which the 
assertion of the lemma follows. q 
Lemma 3.5. If t E [T, T + l] or t E [2~ + 1, 2rr + 21, then 
y”(t) = (v(t) +&y(t)), 0). (3.15) 
Proof. Referring to (3.11) and (3.131, we see that to prove the lemma, it suffices to show that for 
x E KY, 
F(x, 0) = (EX +g(x), 0). (3.16) 
If x E [w, g(x&) is a constant function and therefore a multiple of &. Since 
(1 -q&&J) = 0, 
w = 0 is a solution of 
Lw+(Z-P)g(x+,+w)=o. 
Therefore, from Theorem 3.1, it follows that for x E [w, 0(x&) = 0. Hence, from the above, 
we see that if u =x4,,, then 
(L+E)U+Pgh(U+e(u))=Ex~,+g^(x~,). (3.17) 
By definition of g and F, (3.16) follows from (3.17) and the lemma is proved. 0 
Since g : R! --j R! is a bounded function, there exists a constant A4 > 0 such that 1 g(u)(z) 1 GM 
for all u E H and all z E 0. By the way that the inner product in H was defined, it follows that 
if ]I . II is the norm in H, then for all u E H we have that 
II eqq II < II i(u) II GM. 
We choose R > 6 so large that 
ER>M. 
Lemma 3.6. If t E [n + 1, 2~ + 11, then 
y*(t) = (ER cos(t -T - l), (E - a)R sin(t -r - 1)) + (qq(t), q2(t)), 
where 
(Fl(t)2 + (p2(t)2 <iv2 < l 2R2. 
Proof. If for t E [7-i + 1, 27~ + l] we set 
Z(t) = R cos(t - T - l)& + R sin(t - rr - l)+r, 
then 
(L ++(t) +Pg^@(t) + f@(t))) 
= ER cos(t -T - l)&, + (E - a)R sin(t -n - l)~$, +@(E(t) + 0(;(t))). 
(3.18) 
(3.19) 
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If 
@(W) + qqq)) = (~l(~L 4)>7 
then, from previous considerations, it follows that (3.19) holds and the lemma is proved. 0 
TO show that W(y*) # 0, so that Theorem 3.2 can be applied, we show that y* can be 
continuously deformed in R2 - ((0, 0)) to a closed curve yi for which W( y i) can easily be 
computed. For this purpose we define 
H: [O, 2T + 21 x [O, l] + [w* - ((0, O)} 
as follows. 
(I) For 0 G t G rr, 0 <s < 1, 
H(s, t) = ((b + E)8 cos(t + ‘rr), -(b - (1 - S)(Y + l )a sin(t + 7~)). 
Since E > 0 and 0 <a <b, H(t, s) z (0, 0) for (t, S) E IO, ~1 X LO, 11. 
(1I)For ~~<t<~+l,O<s<l, 
H(s, t)=(~(E+sb)+(t-~)(ER-~(E+sb))+(l-s)g(6+(t-~)(R-6)),0). 
Since 0 < 6 <R and g(r) > 0 for r > 0, we see that H(s, t) + (0, 0) for (t, S> E [T, 7~ + 11 X 
LO, 11. 
(III) For rr + 1 < t < 2~r + 1, 0 d s d 1, 
H(s, t)= (ER cos(t -TT- l), ((1 -s)(E-CY) -se)R sin(t -r- 1)) 
+ (1 - s)(cpM, (P*(t))* 
From our choice of E, we have E - (Y < --E and therefore, from (3.19), we see that 
H(t, S) f (0, 0), for (t, s) E [ -ir + 1, 2~ + 11 X [0, 11. 
(IV) For t E [2rr + 1, 2~r + 21, 0 < s =G 1, 
H(t, s) 
=(-~R+(t-2~-1)(~R-6(~+sb))+(l-s)g(-R+(t-2~-1)(R-6)),0). 
Since 0 < 6 <R and g(T) < 0 for 7 < 0, we see that H(t, S) f (0, 0) for (t, s) E [27~ + 1, 2~ + 21 
x LO, 11. 
Now H(t, 0) = y*(t) and H(t, 1) = yl(t>, where 
rl(t)=(b+e)G(cos(t+T), -sin(t+T)), forOGtG7F, 
~I(t)=(~(~+b)+(t-~)(~R-6(~+b)),0), for r<t<r+l, 
rl( t) = eR(cos( t - IT - l), -sin(t-T-l)), for n+l<t<2~+1, 
yl(t) = ( --ER + (t - 2 T-l)(eR-6(~+b)),O), for2r+l<tt2T+2. 
If yl(t> = (x(t), y(t)), then a trivial calculation and Theorem 3.2(i) show that 
Therefore, by Theorem 3.2(n), 
WY”) = W(R) - 1, 
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and consequently, by Theorem 3.3, there exists (X, JJ) EA such that F(x, J> = (0, 0). Since the 
boundary of A coincides with the range of y, and since y*(t) = F(y(t)) # (0, 01, it follows that 
(X, J) is in the interior of A, so J > 0. 
By definition of F we have proved the existence of U =ZC#J, +Jc$~ such that (3.9) holds. 
Hence U = 5 + e(U) is a solution of (3.5). 
An entirely similar argument based upon consideration of the region 
-A = ((x7 Y> I(-% -Y) EA} 
and the parametrization of the boundary of -A given by the curve 7 : [O, 27~ + 21+ R2 where 
T(t) = G(cos( t + ‘rr), sin(t + IT)), for 0 G t G T, 
T(t)=(fY+(t-T)(I?--6),0), for nGtG<7F+l, 
T(t) =R(cos(t - Tr - l), -sin(t-n-l)), for n+l<t627r+l, 
jqt) = (-R + (t - 2 n-l)(R-6),0), for2n+lGtG27+2, 
gives the existence of 
B =x^$” + $41 E V, 
with 9 < 0 such that ii = D + 0(C) is a solution of (3.5). 
The main result of this section is the following. 
Theorem 3.7. There exist solutions u1 and u2 of (3.1) such that (ul, 41) > 0 and (~2, 42) < 0. 
Proof. Let {E,}: be a sequence of numbers such that for m > 1, 
0 <E, < min{&, r3}, (3.20) 
and such that lim m+meirl = 0. We know that for each m there exists U, E H such that 
(L + E,)U, +&Q = 0 (3.21) 
and 
(K> $1) > 0. 
We claim that there exists a number r5 such that 
II Z, II G r5, 
for all m. 
(3.22) 
(3.23) 
To prove (3.23), we consider the subspace Ha of H consisting of all u E H such that 
(u, &> = 0. Since the kernel of L consists of multiples of #+, and L is self-adjoint, we have that 
L( D( L) I? II,) c II,. Let L, = L I Ho. According to assumptions (AI)-( the spectrum of L, 
is contained in c-03, -a) U (r2, ~1. Therefore, by (3.201, it follows that for each m > 1, the 
spectrum of L, + E,I is contained in C-03, - &I U (r2 + E,, ~1. This implies that for each 
m 2 1, (L, + E,I)-’ is a bounded linear operator on H, and for all m 2 1, 
I@” + Q-l II <-in{:, &}<min(c, k) -r6. 
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If Q : H + ker L denotes orthogonal projection, then for each m > 1, we have 
(L,, + e,)(Z - Q>% + (I- Q)&G) = 0, 
SO 
(Z-Q&,= -(L,+e,Z)-l(Z-Q)&i,,,). 
Recalling that II g(u) II GM for all u E H, we have that 
ll(I-Q)&II <r6M=r7, (3.24) 
for m 2 1. 
For each m = 1, 2,. . . , let ii, = I,$~ + c,& where r,!rm = (I - Q>E,. In view of (3.241, to 
establish (3.23) we need only establish boundedness of the sequence {cm);. 
Taking the inner product of both sides of (3.21) with &,, we find that for m > 1, 
$1-&&)+c”‘) dz+c,c,=O. (3.25) 




g(s2) l- $ +@I)$ > 0 
and 





If for m 2 1, 0,, denotes the set of points z E R such that I $,Jz> I < s3, then, by (3.24) we 
have 
(3.28) 
Since g(s,) <g(s) G g(s2) for all s, and g(s,) > 0 for s 2 s2, it follows from (3.26) and (3.28) 
that if c 2 s2 +x3, then for m 2 1, 
I,p(I,&) + c) dz + E,C I fl I a&) I fi 
Hence, from (3.25) we see that for all m 2 1, 
cnl <s,+s,. 
1 l- $ ta(sJIrl$ >o. 
[ 1 
Similarly using (3.271, (3.28) and the fact that g(s) = g(s,) < 0 for s < sr, we see from (3.251 that 
c, >sr -s3, 
for m large. This establishes (3.23). 
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Now for m a 1 we have U, = Em + 0,(E,) where Em =x,& + y,$, and 0,,, is given by 
Theorem 3.1 for E = E, and y, > 0. Since 
we have x, +y, 7 <iI4 for m a 1 so, by consideration of a subsequence, we may assume 
without loss of generality that 
lim x, =x*, lim y, =y*, 
m-m m+m 
where y* 2 0. 
Referring to the proof of Lemma 3.4, we see that the number 6 defined there is independent 
of E satisfying E < & and (3.14). Therefore, from the proof of the existence of U, we have that 
X;+y;>62, 
for m a 1. Hence, 
(“*)2+(y*)2>s2. (3.29) 
Setting 
U” =x”& +y*+r, 
it follows that U,,, + U” as m + ~0 in H. We now show that the sequence (0,(E,>}” converges. 
Referring to the proof of Theorem 3.1 and replacing E by 0, we see that for fixed u E V, the 
mapping 
w+ -(Lr + +bl)-‘[I-P]&(u+w) 
is Lipschitzian with Lipschitz constant 
co = ;h(+ + yJ)-r < 1. 
Hence, there is a unique fixed point. We let w” denote the unique fixed point corresponding to 
u = u*. As one would expect, we show that e,(E,> -+ w* as m + 00. 
Let m 2 1. Rewriting the equation 
(L,+tb+E,,,)e,,(U,)+(I-P)~l(I;,+B(c,))=O 
in the form 
0,(U,) = -(Lr + +b)-‘[I-PI&@, + e&&J) - (Lr + ;b)-le,B,(&J, 
it follows that 
w* - l3,(E,) = -(L 1+ fb)~l[I-P][&(L:* 
-(L1 + fb)-‘[I-P][&(u* 
+(l%, + ~b)-lEmo,(qJ. 
+ w*> -it@* + %(RJ)l 
+ em&J) - g^l(Em + emFm))l 
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Since II~,(‘ij,)II = ICI-P&,11 G IIU,II GM f or m > 1, it follows from the above that for 
m 2 1, 
II w” - qJ&J II G co( II w” - em&J II + II u* - Em II) + E, II (L, + +b)-’ II M, 
and hence 
Therefore, lim 8 m-m m (Um) =w* in H. 




(L ( I/ is continuous by finite dimensionality of I’). 
Therefore. since 
Lw*+(z-P)‘@“+w*)=O, 
we see that 
ul-/J*+w*= x*+0 + y*C$1+ w* 
(3.30) 
is a solution of (3.1) which is nontrivial in view of (3.29). 
Since ( ul, 4,) = y* 2 0, the first part of the theorem will be proved once it is established that 
y * # 0. If it were the case that y * = 0, then, since g(u*> =g(x*&,) would be a constant 
function, w = 0 would be a solution of Lw + (I - P>JJ?(u* + w) = 0. From the uniqueness of w”, 
it would follow that w* = 0, U* =x*&, and hence 2(x*&) = g(x*) = 0. Therefore, x* = 0 
which contradicts (3.29). 
This proves that y” > 0, so (ul, 41> > 0. 
The proof of a nontrivial solution u2 such that (LQ, +1> < 0 follows from an entirely similar 
argument with the region -A replacing the region A. 0 
4. Numerical results 
In our numerical study, we add a small amount of damping and an oscillatory forcing term 
whose magnitude allows for small linear flexing. 
Most of the results that we have obtained by numerically searching for periodic solutions of 
(4.1) closely resemble those of [16], so we shall just give a cursory summary. 
We solve the equation 
u,, + u,XXX + 0.02 u, +g(u) = IV+f(x, t), (4.1) 
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under a variety of assumptions on the interval, on f and on the initial values 
g(s) = 0, if s<O, 
g(x)=lOs, ifOGsG2, 
g(s) = 20, if 2G.s. 
We took W = 10 for most of the numerical experiments. This gives an equilibrium of U = 1, 
and for small forcing terms J?X, t), this gives rise to small linear oscillation about this 
equilibrium. 
In addition, we considered the case where the beam is more heavily laden, with IV= 15. 
When f = 0, this gives rise to an equilibrium of U = 1.5, so the beam is lower in the water. 
Our forcing term was generally of the form (A sin(pLt))F(x) which is the form of a standing 
wave. Thus, for fixed F(x), we would continuously vary A and p over a wide range of values 
and study the long-term solutions. 
Our method of searching for solutions is to solve (4.1) as an initial-value problem for a large 
number of periods (usually about 800) and to observe the eventual long-term solution. Most 
often, we found that there was convergence to a periodic solution, although of course the 
particular solution converged to was dependent on the initial conditions, as one would expect 
from the multiplicity results of the previous section. 
Clearly, if A is extremely small, or zero, we expect the solution to converge in a time of 
approximately 500 time units to a linear solution close to the steady-state solution U= $/, If 
our solution remains positive, then we need only solve the linear equation and the linear theory 
gives us the complete answer. The nonlinear behaviour only comes into play when the function 
U becomes negative. This can happen through two mechanisms: either the term A is suffi- 
ciently large (which will depend on the frequency) or the initial value is large. One might hope 
that even for small A, the large initial-value problem might converge to a large-amplitude 
solution while the small initial-value problem converges to a small-amplitude (linear) solution. 
Thus, once we fix on the form of the wave F(x), we can, for fixed initial conditions, consider 
the amplitude of the long-term behaviour as a function of the two parameters A and I_L. 
Usually, we took F(x) to be cos(2rx/L), so as to induce a symmetric flexing about the 
midpoint. 
The equations were solved using a implicit-explicit finite-difference scheme, explicit in the 
nonlinear term and implicit in the linear terms. 
Large-amplitude solutions were found to coexist with the small linear solutions over a wide 
range of frequency and amplitude. 
For example, at low frequencies, around p = 1.6, three different solutions were converged to 
for different initial values. A small initial value gave the predictable convergence to the linear 
solution, as shown on the top-left of Fig. 1. A large initial displacement which was symmetric 
about the midpoint gave convergence to the type of solution which our theorems would predict, 
namely a large symmetric flexing about the midpoint. 
However, a large displacement which was not symmetric about the midpoint gave rise to a 
solution which was large at one end and small at the other. This type of solution is not 
predicted by our theory, and it would be interesting to prove its existence. 
The amplitudes of the large solutions are not determined by the amplitude of the forcing 
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Fig. 1. Three different solutions, obviously periodic, were converged to with different initial conditions. The solution 
can be either small (and therefore a solution to the linear problem), or large and symmetric, as predicted by our 
theorems, or large and asymmetric. 
term. If the amplitude of the forcing term is increased by 50 percent, to 3.0, the amplitude of 
the large-amplitude solution remains approximately the same, see Fig. 2. 
As one would expect, the large-amplitude solutions exist over a wide range of frequency and 
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Fig. 2. The magnitude of the large-amplitude solution does not depend linearly on the amplitude of the forcing term. 
With the same frequency but with 50 percent larger amplitude (left), the resulting large-amplitude motions are 
virtually the same. 
amplitude of the forcing term. As one increases the frequency of the forcing term, the 
nonlinear solutions tend to become smaller. 
However, when the frequency is much higher, large-amplitude subharmonic solutions are 
found. Fig. 3 shows one of these encountered at p = 8.6. 
Fig. 3. At higher frequencies of forcing term, the large-amplitude solution was often subharmonic in nature. 
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